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Introduction
A lot has happened in Kwah Dao over the past year and we are excited to share our achievements in this
report. We have been working hard to strengthen our programs, build a cohesive and effective team
and improve our organization’s overall sustainability. We feel honored to be able to watch our students
throughout all our programs progress in their studies and their lives, some just beginning to learn about
the world and others becoming determined and engaging young adults.
We would like to express our gratitude to everyone who has donated to us, whatever the amount, and
also to our staff and interns for all their hard work. In addition we would like to extend a huge thank you
to our interns, Lizzie and Pim, and local volunteers, especially Su and Mahaleel, for their ongoing
support, without whom we could not have come as far as we have.

Banyan Centre
supporting three to six year olds with a child-centered education dedicated to promoting cross-cultural
understanding, critical thinking and a love of learning.
The 2014-2015 academic year was a huge success as we navigated a number of major transitions. In
2013-2014, three scholarship students attended the Banyan Center. This past year, we had 11 students
attending on scholarship – which was over half of our student body. Though at the beginning of the year
we had to actively recruit students from paying and scholarship families, by the end of the school year
we had a waiting list of eight students. We believe this is evidence of the communities’ growing trust in
our methods, staff and commitment.
In July, our English Teacher, Kru Portia, left the Banyan Center to pursue her masters’ degree. Kru
Stephanie joined the Banyan Center team in her stead and was able to develop deep relationships with
the students in a very short time.
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All of our students exhibited significant academic gains in Thai and English literacy and mathematics.
They also improved their communication, motor skills, problem solving and personal and social skills.
Our staff worked hard over the past year to develop a loving and caring learning community by
navigating and valuing cultural differences, which we believe shows in the positive way our students and
families interact. Last year, Artit, one of our most vulnerable students, grew from an introverted and
uncertain young child to an open-hearted, self-reliant and enthusiastic learner. This year, he has risen to
the challenge of supporting his sister, Deuan, during her transition into school. It is remarkable to
observe Artit encourage, guide and comfort Deuan as he takes on the role of a teacher working to build
her confidence and provide the care she needs. Each of our students has impressed us with their
academic, emotional and social development and we are eager to watch them grow this year.
This year we bid goodbye to our School Director, Tierney Tobin, who recently left Pai to start law school.
Tierney has worked incredibly hard over the last two years to make the Banyan Center the success it has
become. However luckily she is not leaving our organisation, but is joining the Board of Directors.
Our school year would not have been such an amazing achievement without the commitment of our
entire staff – Tierney, Kru Noi, Kru Portia, Kru Stephanie and P’Ying. We also want to say a special thank
you to all of the volunteers who have given us their time and skills this year. We were able to introduce
our students to amazing and unique music lessons and cooking classes because of the generosity of
these volunteers.
Highlights of the year
One of our major highlights this year was our school trip
to the Chiang Mai Zoo. This was an exciting experience for
both our students and their guardians because of the
barriers Burmese Shan face to travelling. Migrants are
required to request permission to leave the area in which
they live and it can be a challenging and unreliable
process, but as a school group it was easier to gain
consent from the government. For most of our students,
our trip was their first time leaving Pai! When we reached
the Chiang Mai Highway, after two hours of driving through the mountains, the children were amazed
and couldn’t take their eyes off the road. At the zoo, both parents and kids alike were enthralled by all
of the animals, the
trolley ride and
even the animal
enclosures. Feeding
the giraffes and
seeing the pandas
were definitely
highpoints of the
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day! Over eight months later, the students and their guardians still laugh and reminisce about the trip
both inside and out of the classroom.
We were able to renovate the Banyan
Center playground because of the
generosity of donors. Our students were
ecstatic to see our new see-saw, jungle
gym, balance beams and chalkboards which
were all built by one volunteer out of
natural resources.

Plans for the year ahead
We are excited to announce that our new School Director, Prairie Boulmier, joins us with years of
experience teaching, starting schools and training teachers all over the world. She has been a member
of our Board of Directors for the past two years and already has a good sense of our mission and
programs. We are confident that she will successfully build on the foundation our staff has worked hard
to create over the past few years and elevate the Banyan Center by further improving the child-centered
curriculum and teaching methods.
We have hired a new Thai Teacher who will also have additional responsibilities outside the classroom
as a point person for any government and local school communication. Kru Tai is an enthusiastic and
engaging teacher who will undoubtedly continue to provide our students with the guidance necessary to
challenge and support them.
The Banyan Center has increased its enrolment again to 25 students, half of whom attend on
scholarship. We are excited to welcome these new students and families into our school community!

After school English and Activities Program
providing English learning and extracurricular activities, support and mentorship to school-age children.
The After School Program has taken big steps forward since our last report. At that time we were
dreaming of having our own transportation and a center to run the After School Program from, and this
year those goals were achieved!
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Our aim was to take our education and activity sessions out of the communities themselves, into a more
conducive learning environment with more resources and less distractions. We have been working
towards this steadily for the last few years, becoming officially registered in Thailand and building up our
program by using the Banyan Center to hold some of our sessions in.
This year in November, we were able to buy a truck,which means that we can now provide transport for
our students, most of whom would otherwise be unable to attend sessions outside of their communities
as their parents work all day. We hired our first After School Program staff member, Millie, a former
intern, to assist in all aspects of running the program and supervise volunteers. In March we found a
fantastic new space to house this program in and moved in straight away, just in time for summer
school.
Our second summer school has just been completed and, thanks to everyone who donated to our
summer school fundraising drive, was a great success. By the last few weeks we had 35-40 students
attending daily English and Shan literacy lessons, getting creative with arts and crafts and having fun!
It is amazing to look back to five years ago, when this program began teaching a small group of children
English on a bamboo platform, and then to see how much we have achieved today.
Highlights of the year
Our New Year’s Party is usually a highlight of our year. This year was extra
special because students at Prem Tinsulanonda International School in
Chiang Mai picked our organization to support as part of their community
service program. They did
a shoebox drive, in which
each student filled a
shoebox with things they
thought another child their
age would like. We
received about 70 boxes.
Kwah Dao students were
thrilled with their presents
and it made the day extra special.

We were really impressed and touched by one student in particular this
year. Chawee is 12 years old, an orphan, and lives at a local boarding
school during the week and his older sister’s house on weekends. We
have known him for several years but he has always been on the
periphery and rarely participated in our activities. Last year we had to
exclude him from summer school as he was starting fights. This year he
underwent a transformation: he attended summer school every day, he
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was polite, kind and helpful, and really responded to the staff. In English class he studied hard every day
and became one of the best students in his class.
Ping pong! With the help of a local volunteer the teenage boys in our program built a ping pong table.
They learned a lot in the process and the table has not been out of use since!

Plans for the year ahead
In the coming year we are planning to further improve the After School Program and take full advantage
of our new center. We finally have specific classrooms and are working on volunteer training and
improving the quality of English teaching. We are going to expand to a wider range of activities including
music workshops, and are hoping to build up a library and a computer area. The center will also be open
for students to come in whenever they wish to get help with their homework, make use of the facilities
and spend time with their friends.

Scholarship Program
providing funding for students to attend Higher Education
Our scholarship program currently supports six students in university, studying a range of subjects:
computing, accounting, teaching, Chinese and Business, and economics. We support two students in
vocational training studying electronics and computing, and one in a
nursing assistant training program.
Two of those included above have recently graduated high school and
been accepted into their respective programs. Suay Mad is completing a
six-month training course to become a hospital assistant. She is a very
kind and caring young woman and felt that this would be good option for
her, as she wants to work with people, and after completing her training
the school will help her find a job and she can start earning right away.
She is two months into the course now and has loved it so far. The only
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drawback is that she is unable to be placed in a hospital, as she wished and as most of her peers are, for
the 3-month practical training. This is because when her family’s Thai sponsor registered her when they
arrived in Thailand he noted her date of birth as two years younger than she really was. When they later
tried to change it they were told it was not possible. Her ID therefore says she is sixteen, too young to
legally work in a hospital.
Our other graduate was Tawon, who graduated from Dara Academy in Chiang
Mai. Tawon has always been an exceptional student and this was further
proved when he was accepted into the prestigious Chiang Mai University to
take a combined Bachelors and Masters bilingual degree in Economics. CMU
is the top university in northern Thailand and very competitive – less than
10% of applicants are successful, so Tawon has done amazingly well. He will
start next month and is currently studying hard to prepare for his course, and
very excited.

Highlights of the year
Graduation! Suay Mad and Tawon were both overjoyed to
finish high school, a milestone which they both, at times,
were uncertain they would reach. Suay Mad’s graduation
in Pai was attended by her family and friends. Although
Tawon’s parents were unable to travel to his graduation in
Chiang Mai, three of our other scholarship students came.
It was really special to see them together in Chiang Mai,
supporting each other and taking pride in each other’s
achievements.
Plans for the year ahead
We are looking forward to supporting our current nine students through their continuing study and
watching them grow. We expect three more students to graduate over the next year and we aim to find
sponsors for them and give them the opportunity to follow their dreams.

Other activities
One year ago we had just begun running Thai literacy evening classes for adults. We increased from one
to two sessions a week, with two volunteer teachers teaching different levels. The higher level group are
now reading and writing competently, and we are looking to start a new beginner class in the near
future.
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We have provided extra support, both financial and emotional, to several community members who
were having an especially difficult time. One example is Khong, who is 23, and her 8-year-old daughter,
Daow. She recently went through a nasty separation from her husband that became violent at times,
and culminated in him kidnapping Daow and taking her to Myanmar. Kwah Dao staff offered counselling
and advice throughout this, and paid for Khong and her mother to travel to Myanmar and bring Daow
back. We then helped her move to a more secure room, find a job, and find second-hand mattresses and
bedding for her family. Another example is Cartoon, who is featured in our student profile below.

Student Profile – Cartoon
Cartoon is 5 years old and currently attends the Banyan Center. Cartoon’s
family has been part of Kwah Dao since we first started. Her aunt and
uncle have progressed through high school and are currently at university
on Kwah Dao scholarships. Cartoon’s mother, Poy, wasn’t so lucky. When
Kwah Dao first met Poy, her parents allowed her to attend the Rainbow
School (Kwah Dao’s first unofficial school), but as other children were
enrolled in Thai schools they considered her too old so she never had the
opportunity to attend school. She helped her parents by working and was
18 when Cartoon was born. Cartoon’s father left not long after and is no
longer a part of Cartoon’s life.
Poy has a history of alcohol abuse and has struggled to take proper care of Cartoon. Poy lived with her
parents during the first few years of Cartoon’s life, then moved to stay with friends nearby, leaving
Cartoon with her parents. Poy then found a new boyfriend and when Cartoon was three years old her
younger brother, Big, was born. Cartoon now lives mainly with her grandparents, but often stays with
Poy. Her grandparents have a difficult relationship and Cartoon, at 4 years old, has told Kwah Dao staff
how they shout at and hit each other. Her grandfather grows garlic and her grandmother is unable to
work consistently due to bad health. They are incredibly poor, have large debts with money-lenders and
struggle to take care of Cartoon. Kwah Dao gives them a small amount of money each month to help
with her expenses.
From a young age it was clear that Cartoon had a problem with one of her eyes, so Kwah Dao staff
persuaded her family to take her to see a doctor. After several trips in which doctors said she was too
young to diagnose as she couldn’t explain things clearly, she was referred to a hospital in Chiang Mai, a 3
hour drive away, as the local area does not have the facilities to deal with such a condition. Her family
thought that it was unnecessary and were initially very reluctant to take her, but eventually agreed. She
went with her mother, her 17-year-old uncle and Kwah Dao staff. Her mother found the long wait at the
government hospital too stressful and walked out halfway through the day. Since then she has refused
to accompany Cartoon to any of her hospital appointments, and for several months refused to allow her
to go at all. Her appointments are now organized by Kwah Dao with the help of her uncle and aunt.
Cartoon was eventually diagnosed with optic nerve hypoplasia and is permanently blind in one eye, and
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then, following a CT scan, septo-optic dysplasia, a related condition which can cause a range of
developmental problems. She is still undergoing tests to measure the severity of her condition but will
need ongoing monitoring and testing for many years to come. As she is not a Thai citizen she has to pay
for all treatment. Her family could not afford this, so Kwah Dao is covering all her medical costs.
Cartoon is an amazing child and student. Her positive energy and desire to learn are infectious. She
brings a joy to the Banyan classroom that makes her an invaluable member of our learning community.
She always tries her best and throws her heart into every activity and lesson. In the two years she’s been
at the Banyan Center, she has progressed leaps and bounds in her literacy (both in Thai and English),
math and critical thinking skills and we look forward to continuing to watching her grow in the coming
year. We hope to continue offering her the kind of supportive environment she needs to thrive and
succeed despite her many challenges.
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Kwah%Dao
Financial%Summary%May%1,%2014%8%April%30,%2015
USD
INCOME
Donations
Sales0and0paying0student0tuition
Interest
Total%Income%BRP
EXPENSES
Bank%Expenses

71228
8313
7
79548

620

Staff
Executive0Director
Professional0Development
TOTAL

9063
1250
10313

Banyan%Center
Staff
Grounds
Food0and0drink
School0supplies
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

17945
3682
2100
2611
1841
28179

Scholarships
School0fees
Living0expenses
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

10462
17793
3209
31464

After%School%Program%(ASP)
Materials
Transport
Miscellaneous
Intern0Stipend
TOTAL

1267
391
2099
703
4460

Business%Program

245

Miscellaneous

1039

TOTAL%EXPENSES

76319
*Exchange0rate0based0on0IRS0yearly0average020140=032.02
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Income%

Expenses%
DonaSons0US0
DonaSons0
Thailand0
Sales0
Paying0student0
tuiSon0
Interest0

Bank0Expenses0
Staﬀ0
Banyan0Center0
Scholarships0
AWerXSchool0Program0
Business0Program0
Miscellaneous0

Income%vs.%Expenses%

Income0
Expenses0
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